
    LAGRANGE COUNTY REGIONAL UTILITY DISTRICT 
REGIONS B&F WASTEWATER PULIC HEARING MINUTES 

MAY 8, 2019 
 

The LaGrange County Regional Utility District Board met in a Public Hearing on 
Wednesday, May 8, 2019 at 6:00 P.M., in the Prairie Heights High School Auditorium 
located at 245 South 1150 East, LaGrange, IN 46761.   
 
MEETING ATTENDANCE: 
 
BOARD MEMBERS:  
   Phil Malone, Vice President 
   Kathy Wonderly, Secretary/Treasurer 
   Cletus Schenkel 
   Gerry Turner 
ABSENT    Denny Davis, President     
      
GENERAL MANAGER:  Adam Sams 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR:  Jeanette Combs 
 
ADVISORS:  Steve Henschen, JPR 
   Christopher Nusbaum, Carson LLP 
 
The meeting was called to order by Adam Sams at 6:00 P.M. 
 
Adam Sams introduced the Board Members, management staff and professional advisors 
of LaGrange County Regional Utility District.  He then briefly explained the format of 
the hearing and stated that there would be a question and comment section after the 
presentation.   
 
Adam Sams gave a brief overview of the services that the District offers and its Regions 
of service. 
 
Steve Henschen presented a Power Point Presentation to provide information about the 
wastewater project being proposed that includes service Regions B and F. 
 
Detailed instructions on contact information and methods of returning comments and 
time frame were provided at the end of the presentation. 
 
Adam Sams then opened the hearing for public comments and questions. 
 
QUESTION: Ron Kantorak – 4585 S 890 E – Ron stated that he was a former board 
member of the District and served for five years and he was the President of the Board of 
Trustees of LCRUD. He stated that he also the President of the Pretty Lake Conservation 
Club. Ron stated that he presented the board with a list of questions in writing just prior 
to the start of the hearing, but he wanted to find out 1) “Was there a cost benefit analysis 



done on every single project? I know you mentioned a justification, but was it done with 
dollars and cents verses capital costs vs O&M considering not doing anything?” 
 
RESPONSE: Steve Henschen – “Yes, we looked at three primary projects here.  One just 
the standalone Fish Royer system. We looked at what would it take to replace that 
constructed wetlands and keep it a constructed wetland, just bring up to what it needs to 
operate. We looked at a mechanical plant and we looked at the selected option which is 
pumping it to Region B. That was done on a standalone cost analysis basis where we 
looked at capital costs, operating costs and did a present worth analysis. Then we did the 
same thing with the Region B treatment plant. We know that’s equipment that’s has to be 
replaced, but we said maybe there’s a more cost-effective way if we do like a standalone 
brand-new treatment plant on a smaller package plant, smaller foot print.  We did a cost 
Analysis of this selected project which I talked about for Region B verses a new compact 
mechanical treatment plant and again looking at both from an operation cost and a capital 
cost, and doing present worth analysis.  So, what we are presenting here are what we call 
the lowest present worth analysis for those two scenarios.  Then we did the same thing 
with the lift stations. Again, we know they’re old and something needs to be done. We 
looked at going from what I’ll call the wet well mounted vacuum assist pumps to a 
submersible pump to see if one or the other might be more cost effective. We didn’t just 
look and say we are just gonna try and replace what’s there. We tried to look at different 
ways of doing things and what we presented here tonight was the lowest cost alternative.”  
 
QUESTION: Ron Kantorak – 4585 S 890 E – “One of the other questions I had was the 
movement of the waste from Region F over to Region B. Now, a couple of items I have 
with respect to that is first of all whenever anybody new ties in to an existing system, say 
if somebody’s built a new house in Region B and they tie into the sewer system, there’s a 
cost to buy in to that sewer district.  Is there going to be a charge for Region F’s 225, 
whatever the number is, 240, customers to buy in to that existing wastewater treatment 
facility? I don’t know, did the board consider that?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Do you mean a connection fee” 

Ron Kantorak – 4585 S 890 E – “Yes, I couldn’t remember the term.” 
Adam Sams – “That would be something that would need to looked at in the rate 

study that needs to be completed for this project” 
 
QUESTION: Ron Kantorak 4585 S 890 E – “That’s written into the cost that may not 
have been considered when you start talking about the three million dollars to make the 
tie from Region F over to Region B. The other thing is that, at least I am presuming the 
way I’m looking at this, why should Region B pay 89% of the three million for the pipe 
line to our treatment facility? Which is what would happen if you built that pipeline over 
and rolled that eight million of critical cost into the rate base. That’s another thing that’s 
going to have to be considered. I do agree, when I looked at the engineering proposal, 
there would be a significant reduction in cost for Region F on an O&M basis. From what 
I remember I think it was $50,000 a year, so a pretty good chunk.  But what is the benefit 
to Region B? Cause I can see with the increased flow there’s going to also be increased 
O&M costs associated with that too.  I don’t know whether that was figured in. The last 



item has to do with the cost of the proposed project. The total is 14 million.  When I 
crunch the numbers that would mean an increase, now I’m only talking about Region B 
because I can’t remember what Region F pays in terms of rates today, but ours is $63.50 
a month now, with the 14 million, if you get a 50% grant from the state that would reduce 
it to 7 million. I just threw a couple of numbers together with calculation that at 3% over 
20 years that going to be a $18.61 per customer per month rate increase, which 29.3%.  
That just seemed like an awful lot to take at one time. I guess that’s more than questions, 
there’s comments in there too. I’ll turn it over to anybody else.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Thank you Ron, and I will get back to your letter and 
questions. I’ll get a response to you here in the next couple of days.  
 
QUESTION: Unknown from the crowd – “Can we get a copy of the response too?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “If I have everyone’s email, or I can post it on the website 
possibly. We will put the entire PER on the website it will include any questions and 
comments that we will receive in the mail or call ins.” 
 
QUESTION: Bill Hathaway – 6570 S 1075 E – “I have a couple of questions. We 
mentioned B as it being us taking flow, why not A? It’s a lot closer and is A going to 
share in to this cost, Region A, so B is going to take the load? It looks to me like that 
according to the map Fish and Royer is closer to A than it is to B. Why are we going to 
B? And why do we only have one engineer so far that I’ve heard? Why don’t we have 
more than one engineer out here looking at this and talking about ideas? I really don’t 
think that B should share the whole cost of this. Are we talking just B?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “I can answer part of that. The engineering…we have used 
JPR for project in the past. With engineers you find a level of comfort. Like an attorney, 
you have a level of comfort with an attorney, we have a level of comfort with our 
engineers because they know the history behind the District and they know the District 
already.  For an outside consultant to come in, who has never worked with us before, they 
don’t know how we operate or work, so it’s nice to stay with the same engineering firm.  
If the Board has anything to add to that feel free to respond.  The question about sharing 
the cost, the board is looking at a blended rate situation, a rate analysis, that would take in 
to account Regions A, B, Fish and Shipshewana. In a blended rate scenario, it would be 
all of those that I just spoke of. Now, that is not finalized, because we don’t know what 
the financing package is going to look like.  We have to turn this PER in first before we 
can find out what the financing package is and what that’s going to look like over a very 
large majority of our customers. Did you have another question?” 
 
QUESTION: Bill Hathaway – 6570 S 1075 E – “Well, it mainly goes back to him.  I 
want to ask him (referring to Ron Kantorak) did you take in any other Regions in your 
total cost analysis?” 
 



RESPONSE: Ron Kantorak – “No I did not. I only look at Region B and Region F. I 
actually don’t know what the other Regions are paying for rates. When Adam talks about 
a blended rate I can’t answer that.  Only the Board can probably do that.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Region A is $68.30, Fish Royer is $76.65, Shipshewana is 
$77.45 and Region B is $63.45.” 
 
QUESTION: Ron Kantorak – “So based on what he’s saying, on a blended basis our rates 
are going to go up no matter what?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “What we look at the blended rate scenario there is a chance. 
I don’t know it’s going to go to.  That’s the thing, we have to submit this before I can 
give any speculation.  I don’t want to say it’s going to go up, but there’s a chance that it is 
going to go up.” 
 
QUESTION: Ron Kantorak – “Let me ask you another question then. I’m sorry.” 
 
COMMENT: Bill Hathaway – 6570 S 1075 E – “No, go ahead, keep going. If I was 
sitting up there, I would have been grilling them. I want to hear all your questions.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Ron, if you could come to the mic please so everyone can 
hear you.” 
 
QUESTION: Ron Kantorak – “If we go to this blended rate situation will that blended 
rate include the improvements, this 14 million that you plan on spending for Region F 
and B?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Yes.” 
 
QUESTION: Ron Kantorak – “So potentially then what you’re saying is that there is a 
possibility that our rate wouldn’t go up as much as what I calculated?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “There is a possibility. I won’t know until I see the final 
package. There is a possibility, yes.” 
 
QUESTION: Ron Kantorak – “That it wouldn’t go as high, but it would still go up? 
There is no way that we are going to get out of this with a rate decrease or holding the 
same. That’s what you’re saying? 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “It’s held the same since 2010.” 
 
COMMENT: Ron Kantorak – “I know. A big part of that is us refinancing bonds in 
2014.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Yes.” 
 



COMMENT: Bill Hathaway – 6570 S 1075 E – “You still haven’t answered why we 
don’t go to A. You still haven’t answered that.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “There’s not enough capacity at Region for one,” 
 
COMMENT: Bill Hathaway – 6570 S 1075 E – “You just told us there wasn’t enough 
room at B. He said that B with F would be at maximum capacity.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “I don’t recall him saying that.” 
 
QUESTION: Bill Hathaway – 6570 S 1075 E – “Did he not say that? I thought I heard 
him say that.” 
 
RESPONSE: Steve Henschen – “With these improvements we are going to have the 
ability to better handle that. Because of the way things aren’t operating right now we 
wouldn’t be up to this.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “So to give you an idea of what the flows are…” 
 
QUESTION: Bill Hathaway – 6570 S 1075 E – “I’m just trying to figure why A is not 
being, in part of this. I know you’re saying there at capacity; we’re going to be at 
capacity also.  So why throw a football from one place to the other?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “There’s one day out of the year that Region B ever gets 
close to capacity. That’s July 4th. It all depends on what day that falls on.  If it falls on a 
Thursday or Friday, we are going to be at 500,000 out of our 750,000. Historically, I’ve 
been here for the last 9 years, that is what it has been. That surge tank helps us out quit a 
bit. But it can fluctuate.  Fish Royer has a lot of more year-round homes.  We know that’s 
a steady 20,000 gallons a day most of the time. It doesn’t fluctuate as high as Region B 
does, or Region A. So, we have room. It’s those peak days that our organic loading 
capacity not a flow capacity.” 
 
QUESTION: Bill Hathaway – 6570 S 1075 E – “Also, I was here when this started. They 
said it was a 20 year pay off of $63 and some odd cents. We tried to pay it up front. 
$10,000 up front and they wouldn’t let us do it. You probably don’t remember.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “I wasn’t even here.  I was probably sitting in a classroom 
around the corner.” 
 
QUESTION: Bill Hathaway – 6570 S 1075 E – “When this thing started that is what we 
were told that we couldn’t pay the $10,000 up front. They wouldn’t let us. We had to pay 
the $63 per month.  Now we are coming up on 20 years, or coming up close, so we are 21 
years at $63 at that rate, so we paid it off along time ago. I’m just telling you what we 
were told by the people.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “No.” 



 
Comment: Bill Hathaway – 6570 S 1075 E – “I’m just telling you what we were told by 
the people.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “I can’t help what you were told 21 years ago.  I just know 
what it was and from the start it was 40-year bonds through USDA.” 
 
Comment: Bill Hathaway – 6570 S 1075 E – “Okay. But that’s what we were told.” 
 
QUESTION: Joan Swihart – 2245 S 445 E – “I agree with you. We were forced to tie 
into this. It started out at $26 a month. We had to pay on it almost a year before it was 
ever hooked up. Then it started jumping up, jumping up, jumping up. And it was 
supposed to be paid off in 20 years. Different times I’ve come to the meetings when it 
had increases and stuff, you guys already have your minds made up. Any body else 
agree? They do what they want to do. It should have been paid off. The 20 years is up 
and now you’re wanting to start all over again.”  
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Thank you.” 
 
QUESTION: Joan Swihart – “That’s exactly the response we get.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “I didn’t know there was a question in that. Did you have a 
question?” 
 
QUESTION: Joan Swihart – “Why isn’t it paid off?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Because it was a 40-year bond from USDA.” 
 
COMMENT: Unknown from the crowd - “It was not. We had a 25 Billion dollar grant 
just to do the Fish Royer and then the County took over and screwed us. All you guys 
have done since then is screw Fish Royer. And I know you guys can hear me. And if you 
keep going like this you could end up with a lot of litigation and legal fees because I 
know a whole bunch of people on Fish Royer that are that pissed. We were told 20 
years.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Sir, what is your name and address please?” 
 
COMMENT: “Ronald Lucas, I live at 1315 S 450 E.” 
 
Inaudible comments from the attendees. 
 
RESPONSE: Christopher Nusbaum – “I just want to make a couple of things real clear. 
Steve went over this in the beginning. This is a Preliminary Engineering Report. It is 
required for us to submit to the state, to IFA, Indiana Financing Authority and State 
Revolving Fund, so that we can plan out what ultimately the end cost of this project may 
or may not be. We don’t know what the rates will be because don’t know what sort of 



financing package will be available. So, if we have comments on the structure with 
regard to the engineering report that’s what this forum is for. Comments on the rate will 
be more appropriately answered, and we will have way more information to be able to 
have a clearer discussion about what that would be when we have the rate hearing, which 
we believe will be some time in August.” 
 
QUESTION: Ronald Lucas – 1315 S 450 E – “One other thing, if you’re going to do it 
that way, why isn’t it more feasible to do Region B, get them fixed, if you’re going to 
force Region F to go to Region B and run all this pipe line lets get all your money in 
order and make sure that you can do Region B before you come to Region F and tell us 
that you’re going to start pumping our stuff over there. Because I can’t see where it’s 
going to cost more to fix our wetlands. The wetlands for in Minnesota, they work in 
Wisconsin. We had a good thing going and I don’t think it’s being maintained the way it 
was designed by Bonar when it was put in. I don’t know that. I haven’t been up there. I 
try my best to stay away from there. But now we have reddish orange sludge running 
down off that hill into the ditch running into Fly Creek. Can you explain that one?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Those sand filters are not even used anymore. That’s the 
drain is coming out of that. That’s why those aren’t used anymore. Because that’s what 
was actually being discharged to the creek through the wastewater treatment plant. Those 
were taken off line in 2005 when the upgrade had to be put in place because of an agreed 
order with IDEM. That is why they are no longer used. “ 
 
COMMENT: Ronald Lucas – 1315 S 450 E – “Then you dredged the ditch out to drain 
all that red water into Fly Creek.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “I did not. It was not the Utility District. That would be in 
the County right of way and you can talk to the County Highway Department.” 
 
COMMENT: Ronald Lucas – 1315 S 450 E – “I talked to the highway department and 
they said they didn’t do it.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “We don’t have any dredging equipment to do something 
like that.” 
 
QUESTION: Nancy Block – 1785 S 445 E – “So what he said was there was some water 
going into Fly Creek which is a backflow that goes into Pigeon Lake. Right?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Pigeon River.” 
 
QUESTION: Nancy Block – 1785 S 445 E – “So nobody is checking to see what’s 
happening with the overflow and it’s going to Pigeon River?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “That is not a part of our treatment plant anymore. That is 
strictly water that is coming down through the ground going through a sand filter and it 



drains right there at the base of our hill. So, whatever is in the sand and in the ground, 
water is what’s coming out at that point.” 
 
QUESTION: Unknown from the crowd – “So you’re saying it’s from an artesian well?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “When it rains it goes down to the sand filter, and that sand 
filter is why it was taken off line. Because it had that rusty looking color, like most 
ground water is unless it’s treated with a softener.” 
 
QUESTION: Nancy Block – 1785 S 445 E – “When this wastewater collection and 
treatment system study was done, which I have, wasn’t there something that said the 
sewer system would maintain the wetlands every 10 years? That would eliminate 8 
million dollars if you did every 10 years.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “And it’s estimated at $1.8 million to do a reconstruction of 
that wetlands right now.” 
 
QUESTION: Nancy Block – 1785 S 445 E – “Do you think that if it was done 10 years 
earlier though that we wouldn’t have that problem?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Cost of inflation. So, it would still be $1.1 million, 
something like that to replace that 10 years ago. It’s still going to cost the money and 
there’s just an inflation factor through today.” 
 
QUESTION: Nancy Block – 1785 S 445 E – “But it has never been maintained. You 
want to take all the plants and rocks out, which is going to cost 8 million, correct?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “No. That 8 million includes some of the stuff at Region B 
piping over from Region F, and that is what was in that total of 8 million.” 
 
QUESTION: Nancy Block – 1785 S 445 E – “Do you know what the cost would be right 
now to take all the plants and all the rocks out of there.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “The 1.8 million is the engineer estimated cost to tear the 
liner out, replace all the aggregate that is in there, replace all the plants, open the tanks up 
on top so we can get an adequate aeration system in to it. $1.8 million is the estimate.” 
 
QUESTION: Nancy Block – 1785 S 445 E – “But I think if you would have maintained it 
10 years ago, we wouldn’t have this problem. It states in here that you would maintain it 
and you haven’t. Everything you just showed us was that all of B has problems. Why 
would we want to hook up to B if they have all these problems? Why can’t you just fix B 
and then come back to F and say okay we’ve got it fixed now, so now would you like to 
hook up? I’m just not getting it. Do you get it (to the attendees)? This man showed us 
everything B has as problems.  B needs housing, B needs this, the pipes are being broken. 
All these things are going wrong so you have to fix it. Then come back to F and say 
alright now we’ve got it all fixed.” 



 
RESPONSE: Steve Henschen: “I want to talk Fish Royer. To fix Fish Royer stand alone 
you’re not going to like what it would do to your user rates. It’s 2-3 million dollars just 
for Fish Royer. The rest of the project, the 11 million, of the total of 14, is Region B 
improvements.” 
 
QUESTION: Unknown from the crowd – “I thought he said 1.8 million?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “That’s if you restore the current wetlands, currently 1.8 
million is the estimate.” 
 
RESPONSE: Steve Henschen – “He was talking the wetlands only. I round up to 2.” 
 
COMMENT: Unknown from the crowd – “I think we need another engineering firm.  For 
14 million dollars somebody else can look at this also.” 
 
Inaudible comments from the crowd. 
 
RESPONSE: Gerry Turner – “All your comments are good comments. The comments 
directed towards engineering need to be addressed. During one of the recent meetings one 
of the Board of Directors that sit up here made a pretty wise comment and asked the 
engineering firm if they would carry some of their expenses because they were something 
at this point that may or may not be used. Another engineering firm that we don’t have 
history with doesn’t understand how we doing things or what we are doing probably 
would’ve turned a deaf ear to that request. The engineering firm that we currently have 
however by the end of the meeting had called in to his office and gotten approval and is 
willing to carry some of the cost going forward. So, in defense of the engineering firm 
it’s much like any of us who have a financial advisor or an attorney or other professional 
services, we get good quality services and that improves as we go along and develop a 
relationship. If your question is more specific, is the engineering firm not looking for 
every penny to be saved, that’s kind of another issue.  At every meeting, and at quit 
lengthy presentation, we are presented with options, both low cost and higher cost, cost 
changes and how they are saving money from a proposal and so forth. So, I do think it is 
unfair to be critical of the engineering firm.  I just want you to be aware that there is due 
diligence on this Board for those things. Some of the other big picture things that as 
you’re looking at costs, I fully understand. I live on Big Long Lake, and I am Vice 
President of that Association. Since this letter went out, I have received numerous calls.  
And they are all legitimate concerns. We all have a budget that we have to live under. 
None of us want to pay more. But sometimes cost has to be evaluated in the long term. If 
you buy a new Honda it may cost $20,000, gas is cheap and it gets good mileage, but it 
may not give you the capacity you need like if you bought a larger car. The analogy or 
metaphor I am trying to make here is it if we don’t do some of the improvements here, if 
we don’t make it the piece of equipment that’s going to carry the heavy load, we are still 
going to have expenses that are ongoing because of its age to get it up to standard. Some 
of those expenses will be under critical conditions where we have to do emergency work 
and will have to pay emergency rates for people to do things. So once that’s established 



and we are able then to bring the affluent from the other area, Region F, we all of a 
sudden have a system that is working very efficiently and that’s very modern. So, the 
Board is taking the long-term approach to this. Yes, there are cheaper ways, but in the 
long run it would cost us more.”  
 
QUESTION: Royer Allman – 1835 S 445 E – “A couple of thinks come to mind. I had a 
conversation, a couple of older gentlemen lived on the lake for a number of years. They 
go way back before there was any sewer system period.  There’s been some conversation 
that you had a 40-year bond, and we were told that it was a 20 year pay off. That 
information has also come from these older gentlemen that lived there that whole time. 
So, we have this question, who is handling the oversight for this project for the people 
that are actually going to being paying for it. What agency are you working with and 
getting approval from at the state level, the department of administration?” 
 
RESPONSE: Steve Henschen – “There’s two avenues we are working with through state 
agencies, which is the Indiana Finance Authority. They review the financial reports that 
will come after this preliminary engineering report.  We also then work with IDEM, 
which is the Indian Department of Environmental Management.  They are responsible for 
permitting, issuing operating permits for all of the wastewater systems throughout the 
state. So, we design around, at a minimum, to meet their guidelines. They will be 
reviewing the technical aspects of our engineering report that I’ve presented here tonight. 
That’s the first step. Then the financial commitment comes. We are working on design 
before it’s built there has to be construction permit issued by the Indiana Department of 
Environmental Management. Then they look to make sure we have designed as we have 
said we are going to design in the engineering report. That’s their roll of oversight in this 
project.” 
 
QUESTION: Royer Allman – 1835 S 445 E – “Is it fair to say that with what you’ve 
heard here tonight at this meeting that there’s some questions based on what we were told 
20 years ago bases on what we are told now, would agree that that would be the case?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Yes that would be a fair assumption.” 
 
QUESTION: Royer Allman – 1835 S 445 E – “Would it also be fair that you’ve heard 
from a couple of people tonight that seem well versed?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Yes sir.” 
 
QUESTION: Royer Allman – 1835 S 445 E – “I propose for your thought and 
consideration that we have an oversight committee put together of all of the land 
owners.” 
 
RESPONSE: Christopher Nusbaum – “The Board is the trustees of the LaGrange County 
Regional Utility District.  They are the ones that are charged with the fiduciary duty of 
making sure that the management of the environment, and that the effluent created within 
the entirety of LaGrange County, not just all these regions, but the entirety of LaGrange 



County, excepting in the incorporated areas, they are charged with making sure that the 
environmental impact and our presence here, in our environment, doesn’t destroy it for 
generations to come. That’s the charge that they have. As a board member pointed out we 
can do nothing. That’s going to cost more in the long run, in the opinion of the board 
after their diligent review of all of the information that’s been presented to them. And so, 
to say that there needs to be an oversight committee, they are the oversight committee.” 
 
QUESTION: Royer Allman – 1835 S 445 E – “Well stemming form the fact that there’s 
been some misunderstandings over the last 20 years till now I think we have to have more 
positive direct input from people and that it needs to be watched what’s going on this 
time so that 20 years from now we don’t have some body standing up here saying this 
was supposed to be paid off and now we starting over. I think that would be the wise 
thing to do. Consider it. Secondly, I understand that B is saying why would we want to 
take 89% of the cost of this project. When you’re talking about a blended rate what is to 
keep us from blending all of the rates; A, B, F, C. Why would we not consider blending 
all the rates so everything is the same amount?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “The big thing is there are bond service areas throughout the 
county as well.  There are three separate bond service areas. So, the four that I named are 
in bond service area A. Fish Stone is in their own bond service area for their Region in D. 
Region C is in their own bond service area. We can go to a common rate but it won’t be a 
blended rate with the way the bonds are set up. So, it’s more of a financial aspect of 
things that you can go across your bond service areas to blend rates. That’s my 
understanding from our rate consultants. The blended rate would be, if we went that way, 
Regions A, B, Fish Royer and Shipshewana. Those four could potentially all be in a 
blended rate. And these are great questions for our rate hearing for our rate consultant to 
be able to answer your questions.” 
 
QUESTION: Royer Allman – 1835 S 445 E – “The last time we had a rate increase, last 
August, we had no notice what so ever to speak of. It might have been in the paper. But 
there is a lot of us that don’t actually read the paper as often as we should. So, it basically 
just ended up being on our bill.” 
 
RESPONSE: Jeanette Combs – “We did mail out letters for that public rate hearing. If 
you did not get one please make sure I have your correct mailing address.” 
 
 QUESTION: Royer Allman – 1835 S 445 E – “But I just want to point out that there was 
no 6 months, 4 months, even 3 months. It was boom you’re taking a rate increase and 
here it is it’s on your bill. Again, I’m back to the consideration of the oversight 
committee comprised of a few people who are here tonight and others that would be very 
well versed in those areas. I don’t think I’m well versed in the complexity of all this as it 
all starts to come together through the engineer. But there are some here tonight that are.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “All of our regular scheduled board meetings, which are the 
third Thursday of every month, are open to the public. We are a municipal corporation, so 
this is open doors. We can have a private session for things such as litigation reasons.” 



 
QUESTION: Unknown from the crowd – “Where do you hold them at?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “In our main office in LaGrange, 116 E Wayne Street. We 
can hold 40 people.” 
 
QUESTION: Royer Allman – 1835 S 445 E – “So if I understand the final authority to do 
this will rest with the Indiana Finance Authority?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “They will give us a commitment letter and then the final 
way that we go is up to the 5-member Board of Trustees here.” 
 
QUESTION: Royer Allman – 1835 S 445 E – “Once you receive approval from Indiana 
Finance Authority?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Once we get a commitment letter, yes.” 
 
QUESTION: Nancy Block – “So I had to do a study, and I know this has more to do with 
rates, but I want you to know this, because LaGrange has so much poverty, I did a study 
that showed that LaGrange has the lowest rate of income. I want you to take that into 
consideration when you do all this. I can bring up all my findings, everything. Because, 
your rate increase will impact a lot of people that are sitting here.  And I just want you to 
know that. We are the lowest, and I’ve been fighting for the people of LaGrange for a 
long time. You’re talking all this money and this is upsetting them, and it upsets me. And 
that one meeting that he was taking about, it was in the paper, it was about this big. My 
husband and were the only ones that showed up to the meeting. I was upset. But I asked 
you please send us notices before you send the bills out so everybody is aware of what 
was going to happen. I want it to be considered about LaGrange. So, please do.”  
 
QUESTION: Dave Stokley - 1825 S 445 E – “The gentlemen here used to figure 50% 
grant from the state. What is a reasonable amount? I know you don’t know, but 90%? 
10%? 50%? Can you maybe count of 50% from the state?” 
 
RESPONSE: Ken Jones – “Right now we have been learning a lot about how SRF has 
changed some policies to what funds are available during what period of their fiscal year. 
So, our goal with this project is to try to take advantage of potential closing by the end of 
this year which would put us in a category where we would have the ability to potentially 
capture more funds on the rate litigation side. We’ve had some very fortunate dealings 
with them in the past couple of years. That partnership with LaGrange County especially 
has been important to the IFA. LaGrange County tends to do what they say they’re gonna 
do and that has developed a really good relationship. So, they are encouraging us to 
advance this project as quickly as possible. The idea is that if we can bring it to closing 
by the end of this year, we might be able to capture money that others were not able to 
get access to. So that puts us in a position where we could see a good rate litigation. We 
were able to pull that together in Region C recently and that really worked out well. But 
the problem is that there are a lot of people fighting for that same dollar. The good thing 



about this team is that we have experience doing this and the Board, legal counsel, 
financial advisor, we’ve been able to pull that off in more than one scenario. To say 50% 
would be scary for me to say, but you never know. One thing I wanted to point out and 
this won’t make you feel any better but, and we understand that rate increases are tough 
no matter who you are or where you live or what your demographic is. But in a rural 
utility there is only way that we can take care of everything that we need to take care, and 
that’s through rates and charges. The issues that we are having now in the system and 
what we’re trying to pay for will be paid for at some point in time. The board will have a 
choice at some point in time, depending on what the financing package looks like, we go 
forward with the entire project or they hold something back. From the advice from their 
engineering technical people, and their fiscal advisors, it’s probably going to be 
something like this, if you don’t take advantage of attractive financing as low as 2%, 
which what we would be realizing through the IFA, we are gonna suggest and strongly 
recommend that you begin the establishment of a sinking fund for whatever period of 
time in the future where you will have to pay, where you have something to pull form, to 
pay for these improvements. Does that mean a rate increase later or sooner? My guess is 
it’s gonna be sooner. Somehow those improvements are going to have to be paid for. The 
Board will get an opportunity to make that decision. It’s my experience with this 
particular district, and work with a lot of them, that they are very frugal with their 
approach. They are very careful. They are very transparent and they are really good at 
taking care of the system. Some of the best operators I’ve seen.”  
 
COMMENT: Dave Stokley - 1825 S 445 E – “Just one comment. I am an engineer too 
and it just sounds like we are at the end of life for this. I mean nobody likes spending 
money. Nobody likes to see their money wasted. There’s new technology, there are 
things we can invest in now that will save us. Nobody likes this but I think it’s something 
that we’ve got to face and we’ve got to do it.”  
 
QUESTION: Bill Hathaway – 6570 S 1075 E - “Has this been divided up into what is 
absolutely necessary, 1,2,3,4. Maybe do it down the road and not shove it down $14 
million right now so we can this project this year, this project 2 years down the road. Can 
any of that be done or dealt with?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “We have a priority list. Once we see what that financial part 
of it…” 
 
QUESTION: Bill Hathaway – 6570 S 1075 E – “So critical needs is $8 million, is that the 
one you want to get done right now?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “It’s going to depend on what that financial commitment is 
from SRF. Once we see what that is then we can see what we can get done with that 
amount of money we can scale back if we need to, or if they are generous, we can do 
what can afford. We want to do what we can afford.” 
 



 QUESTION: Bill Hathaway – 6570 S 1075 E – “I don’t have a problem with that if 
that’s how we are going to do this. But I don’t want to shoved $14 million if there is 
another way to do it slowly.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “We are going in asking for…” 
 
QUESTION: Bill Hathaway – 6570 S 1075 E – “And you’re going to let us know what 
you are going to do and how you’re going to do, what you’re going to put off?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “That will all be presented at the rate hearing.” 
 
QUESTION: Randy Bennett – 1750 S 445 E – “Basically this is my sad story. I lived on 
the lake for about two years. Due to situations we decided to move off the water. I had a 
pole barn that I used as a woodshop that’s about eight doors north of there. I thought well 
we could build a place there, it’s not on the water and we like that area. We started to get 
our building permit and everything we had to do to do that. I had to go to the sewer 
department to get a sewer permit. I talked to the ladies there a little bit and a sewer permit 
was about $7200. I asked if that paid for sewer for a period of time. They said not it’s just 
the royalty of being tied into your sewer. We talked about not building there but we 
already had another building on the property so we did build. Then we find out later that 
we have to buy a grinder. I buy the grinder, $5,900.00. We got some paper work to figure 
out to buy the grinder. Now the guy that works on all these pits, maintenance or whatever 
he does, I have to have him put it in. That was $10,000.00. I’ve got $20,000 in this just to 
flush the toilet and we are kind of strapped. And now we pay $76 per month. Well we are 
only there 6 months, so I said to the lady why do I have to pay in the winter when we are 
not here. She said that help keep up the maintenance of the grinder and all that. Not true. 
You can shut that thing off and pull the fuse. There isn’t a drop of what goes through that 
for six months. So, I complained about the price and everything and they said that’s your 
insurance on making sure everything is maintained and upgraded like it should be. And 
now here eight months later we are in here and you’re asking for this kind of money, so 
apparently that doesn’t cover up keep and upgrades like I was told. I am very 
disappointed in you. I would should not recommend LaGrange County to anyone. 
There’s property on the lakes that they’ll never sell any of them because nobody can 
afford to put sewer in if they investigate that first. That’s just where I’m at. I like where I 
live. I just don’t see it.”  
  
QUESTION: Nancy Block – 1785 S 445 E – “Randy, weren’t you charged a fee every 
month even before you put your cement down?” 
 
RESPONSE: Randy Bennett – 1750 S 445 E – “They tried that, yeah.” 
 
RESPONSE: Jeanette Combs – “That my have been a mistake in the billing system. We 
most likely corrected it when you brought it to our attention.” 
 
RESPONSE: Randy Bennett – 1750 S 445 E – “You did.” 
 



RESPONSE: Jeanette Combs – “Okay. That should not have happened.” 
 
COMMENT: Randy Bennett – 1750 S 445 E – “I was led to believe that it was going to 
cover my cost from now to eternity and now 8 months later here we are in a bind. 
Whether it’s a 20-year grant or a 40-year grant or whatever nothing is ever going to be 
paid for. Ever. Everything goes up. Thank you.” 
 
QUESTION: Tom Mason – 4800 S 930 E – “I’d like this board to take a look at the 
audience. How many of you folks are retirees? Raise your hand. 
 
RESPONSE: Gerry Turner – “This isn’t a We and Them.” 
 
QUESTION: Tom Mason – 4800 S 930 E – “I understand. Where I am going with this is 
please understand you’re looking at a large commitment here. I believe Mr. Kantorak’s 
presentation on an estimated cost added to our current user rates is pretty close. Last year 
you folks were talking about a rate increase for various regions. We haven’t even talked 
about a standard rate increase let alone what you folks are talking about tonight. What is 
the limit that people are going to be able to pay on the rates? We’ve got to pay for this. 
You guys were talking about a rate increase for the various regions, I think it was for this 
year. Because there hasn’t been a rate increase for at least five years. The other thing I 
wanted to mention is that I have been told for 20 years Region B stands alone. Region F 
stands alone. You start blending rates that sovereignty is gone. If Region F gets into some 
legal issues that cost tens of thousands of dollars, if you start blending rates, we are going 
to start paying for other people’s legal fees. If a catastrophe happens at another plant and 
they can’t afford to pay it are we going to pick up that slack too? Region B, I was told 
stands alone. Region F stands alone. If you want to put sewage into Region B I don’t 
have a problem with that, but the cost associated of getting that sewage from Region F to 
Region B should not be put on the people’s rate in Region B period. I am not for blended 
rates. I want to keep Region B sovereign. We will pay our bills and if this needs to be 
done so be it. But keep in mind can only afford so much. So where are we going to go in 
five years? What is going to be the cap on these rates before they become unaffordable?  
What do you folks look at as being unaffordable anymore? $90 a month? $100? What is 
that area of cost? You start charging $100 a month for flushing the toilet and you’re 
getting out of the arena. You’re getting beyond capabilities of these folks. I just wanted to 
make that a strong point. I am firmly behind keeping Region B sovereign. We will pay 
our bills. We will take our lumps, our hits. But I if you want to pump sewage from 
Region F to B so be it, but don’t put that burden on us. I don’t know how you are going 
to do the rates when they start pumping. Where are going to charge Region F for 
pumping sewage into Region B? What kind of rate are they going to get? That’s all 
coming in the rate hearing, I understand that. But bear in mind where all this can lead to. 
It’s a very complicated mix of what you’re trying to do. I am concerned, I am speaking 
for Region B.  No blended rates folks. We’ll pay for what’s ours. If you start going down 
that path then what about the guy on the other side of the county? His rates are going up 
and they can’t afford it. It’s not our problem. That’s all I have. Thank you.”  
 



QUESTION: Lea Ann McGregor – 9085 E 430 S – “You mentioned that on peak 
weekends depending on when they fall that we reach capacity. Is there a place increased 
population, people moving to the areas and living there year-round?” 
RESPONSE: Steve Henschen – “The holiday weekends are usually the peak hydraulic 
and peak organic load. It didn’t go into a lot of detail. The main issue we have is with the 
organic load. The hydraulic load has a lot of excess capacity in Region B. The 
improvements that we are taking about are going to handle the organic side of things with 
this Region F going to Region B, the upgrades and the oxidation that we talked about. 
That is going to allow this to perform and meet the effluent limits that are put upon us by 
the state.” 
 
QUESTION: Lea Ann McGregor – 9085 E 430 S – “And the effluent limits are longer 
reaching than just 20 years?” 
 
RESPONSE: Steve Henschen – “The operating permit that is issued is a five-year 
duration. That goes through a renewal process that takes anywhere from nine months to a 
year to get processed. So, every five years that gets updated from the state. As far as 
growth, there is some limited growth at B but no like for a 1000 home subdivision or 
anything like that. A lot of these are tear downs and rebuilds. That’s not really taking up 
extra capacity.” 
 
QUESTION: Lea Ann McGregor – 9085 E 430 S – “Well it is because they don’t 
necessarily stay there year-round but as they upgrade, they are moving in year-round.” 
 
RESPONSE: Steve Henschen – “That part yes, we can handle. It will be more run time 
on pump stations, so that means those pump stations might wear out more often, but 
again those are things that have to built into the rate to keep it sustainable. Every utility 
whether it’s water, phone, gas are constantly replacing equipment and upgrading and 
increasing rate to cover those costs.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Just so you know our average flow, for a one-year period is 
probably about 100,000 gallons a day at Region B. That’s and average over the whole 
year. If I took 365 days and divided everything out it’s roughly 100,000-120,00 gallons a 
day.” 
 
QUESTION: Lea Ann McGregor – 9085 E 430 S – “And the capacity is what?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “750,000 gallons a day. That’s an average over the whole 
year. We always have to plan for that one big day that all of our guys are saying I hope 
it’s not me on the on-call list.” 
 
QUESTION: Lea Ann McGregor – 9085 E 430 S – “My second question, I’m just 
curious. You mentioned that the liquid sludge is put on particular farm fields. We have an 
issue at Pretty Lake…” 
 



RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “We are not close to Pretty Lake where we are applying it. It 
is a permitted activity. WE have to stay like 300 feet away from any streams or homes. It 
can’t be applied when there is snow on the ground, there can’t be any rain the forecast, it 
has to be incorporated in the ground within 48 hours, and you have to have a permit from 
the state of Indiana.” 
 
QUESTION: Nancy Block – 1785 S 445 E – “Adam, out of the $14 million how much 
will that be with grant and can you try to secure some of it with the Indiana loan, interest 
free? You did that for Howe, but can you do it for us?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “That is an avenue that can be talked about with IFA. As we 
said before, we are going for some grant money. There are no guarantees with grant 
money anywhere. They could come back say all of their grant money is used up for the 
fiscal year. If we get a commitment letter in July and there’s a big goose egg for grant 
dollars then we probably will wait till the following year or reduce the scope, or whatever 
we can do to make it affordable. We won’t know what these numbers are until we get 
more information back from who we are going to be getting the loans or bonds from.”  
 
QUESTION: Paul Kapp – 2115 S 445 E – “The question was asked do we have capacity 
built in. We moved to Royer Lake almost 51 years ago. There were three houses in our 
section. There are now twenty two. Almost all of them in our section are full time, not 
seasonal. The capacity we’re talking about is it going to be able to take, I know around a 
lot of lakes a lot of full timers aren’t there. Is it going to be able to that?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “We take that into account. When we know how many 
customers are there we plan on them being there year round. We have to go off of a peak 
flow design. If that answers your question. We don’t know when we look at a house if 
somebody lives there year round or not so we always assume it’s going to be 365 days 
that somebody is going to be at that house.” 
 
QUESTION: Dave Schneiders – 5164 E 140 S – “Thanks for coming today. I’ve got a 
question. Do you guys have a savings plan so that in the event these things happen, do we 
have money that you have saved up?” 
 
RESPONSE: “We have a capital improvement plan. Now that does not set back enough 
to do this project. To do that then the rates would have been higher from awhile back.” 
 
QUESTION: Dave Schneiders – 5164 E 140 S – “So are you sitting on some capital 
surplus right now? Do you have any extra money?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Yes we have money for emergency situations. We don’t 
want to deplete that whole emergency capital fund.” 
 
QUESTION: Dave Schneiders – 5164 E 140 S – “I am just curious how much?” 
 



RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “I want to say it’s roughly around 1.1 million, something like 
that off the top of my head. I am talking district wide. For Region B it’s around $240,000 
- $300,000 depending on the month because it gets transferred over. Depending on we 
have used money for that month. Fish Royer I think is in the $90,000 range if I remember 
correctly.  That’s going off memory from last month.”  
 
QUESTION: Dave Schneiders – 5164 E 140 S – “When you were saying 1.1 you weren’t 
saying 1.1 million?” 
 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “Yes over the whole District. All seven regions District wide 
is 1.1 million.”  
 
QUESTION: Dave Schneiders – 5164 E 140 S – “I have lived there quit awhile. And if 
we paid $60 a month let’s say for 21 years that it’s been in existence and there’s 240 
people on Fish Royer that’s over $3 million. Is most of that just maintenance?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “I believe that’s about half and half. Half going to the bond 
and interest payment and the other half is for O&M. Also there’s a little portion of that 
that is capital replacement. Tom was I close?” 
 
RESPONSE: Tom Mason – “About $1.8-$1.9 million total.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “I knew you were going to pull it up so that’s why I thought I 
would ask you. Any other questions before we close the meeting?” 
 
COMMENT: Rose Crague – 1390 S 5525 E – “When I listen to the comments and the 
thoughts that are being expressed I think B Region would like to stand alone, and I think 
Fish Royer would like to stand alone.  We would like to keep our units separate and I 
think we also would like to rebuild our system. It’s a good system.  It’s environmentally 
responsible and I’d like to see us spend $1.8 million fixing our wetlands.” 
 
QUESTION: Mark Oliver – 1630 S 485 E – “I would like to tell you guys that I 
appreciate all your maintenance guys. If we have a problem they are out there. That’s 
pretty great. They are friendly. If you have a question they are always willing to answer 
your question. My question for you guys is, it seems to be an issue about Fish joining 
with Region B. How much is it going to cost for that to happen?” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – “That is roughly $3 million to pump it over to Region B.” 
 
QUESTION: Mark Oliver – 1630 S 485 E – “So, its $3 million to pump it, where as to 
fix our spot would be $1.8.” 
 
RESPONSE: Adam Sams – ‘The capital cost is $1.8 million.  It may be a little bit more. 
Maybe $2 million. Steve was just saying the $1.8 million was early estimates we talked 
about in meetings. The O&M savings is what comes into effect when we do a present 



worth analysis over a 20 year life span. There’s a $50,000 savings every on pumping it 
over to Region B. A large part of our expense is actually in the testing of that wastewater 
treatment plant. It’s roughly 10-12 hours a week that we have a lab tech that does the 
testing. That’s just the portion for Region F. Then Region B is a little bit more because 
they have Phosphorus limit, Region F does not. Any other questions or comments? 
Alright.”  
 
COMMENT: Phil Malone – Thank you everyone for coming tonight. We understand 
your concerns. In my time on the Board the District has been great at communicating 
with the public. You can come to our meetings every third Thursday of the month. This 
will close the meeting. 
 
COMMENT: Adam Sams – Our office is located at 116 E Wayne St in LaGrange. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
 
Jeanette Combs 
Recording Secretary 
 
 
 
 


